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“I know the thirty-eight and nine lines were Mi Tian Gohn but the Capissen forty line is flaw-
less, especially the mark three.”

Tim Carver rolled his eyes and chuckled to himself. He had dreams of captaining his own ship 
someday. Every Friday, once they were finished in the fields, he and his friend Ed would head to the 
nearest junkyard and look at the ships that dotted the place – their outlines framed against the sky like 
giant monuments to promises of freedom.

“I’d like gettin’ my hands on a Firefly,” said Tim. “A series three or four.”
“If they ain’t been scrapped for parts, somebody’s usin’ it,” said Ed. “Why you wantin’ to leave 

anyway? Ain’t you got it good here? I think Sarah Jane would be Wu Toh Wu Now if you left.”
“She could come along,” Tim said as they headed towards Newhouse, the setting sun painting 

the city orange. “Farm life’s not for all. I’d like to see what’s beyond. How other places – other people 
– live.”

“Help!”
The two friends stopped.
“You hear that?” asked Ed.
“Sounded like a child,” Tim said, looking around for where it came from.
“Help me!”
“Where are you?” Tim shouted back.
“I think she’s this way,” Ed said as he ran that direction.
“No, over here,” said Tim, running in the other.
“Help!”
Ed ran as fast as he could, looking as best he could around the different piles of junk and trash 

while the day’s light faded and the shadows lengthened. “Have you found her?” he shouted.
“Not yet, but close!” Tim shouted back to him.
The little girl’s voice was heard again and they called out to her. Then again. Each time Ed 

thought he was just about to reach her but there was never anything around the next junk pile.
“Where are you?” he shouted.
The night was quiet.
“Hello?” Ed shouted into the night.
Silence.
“Tim?”
Silence.

The Supernatural ‘Verse

Here’s how it is:
After the Earth was used up, we found a new solar system and hundreds of new Earths were teraformed  

‘n colonized. The central planets formed them an Alliance; decidin’ all the planets had to join them.  
Little did anyone know the horrifyin’ extent of the Alliance’s efforts at control. Recently, the whole  

‘Verse learned: Their plan backfired; killing most, and turning many into monsters that now hunt the  
black.
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My name is Michael Wesson. I’m a doctor on board the Echo Trail. The crew calls me ‘Patch’. We’re  
the ones that hunt the monsters.

Episode 3: Meaner than a Junkyard Dog

On the Rim, the planet Beylix was also known as “laji tong”, though the locals didn’t mind. The 
junk of the ‘Verse brought in great caches of cash, and that always eases a man’s concern. Most the 
equator was barren anyway, suitable for little else besides junk, leaving the temperate zones free for 
farming and simpler living.

In the planet’s “junk belt” stood the town of Newhouse, conventionally known as the planet’s 
capital. It was like a hub with the land of the three largest junk owners spiraling out from the town. A 
few kilometers southeast from the town’s border, a shuttle rested, so old and covered in dust that it 
looked like it belonged out here. Several meters away from that, Captain Lori Walker and her pilot, Jin 
knelt beside a hole in the ground just a little wider than both of them.

“There’s tracks here, but faint!” shouted the doctor, Patch, his voice coming from the hole. 
“Whatever made them was careful.”

“Any victim signs?” asked Lori.
“Not ‘nough to be sure. We need to be regroupin’.”
“Captain, we do have a line out,” Jin said, gesturing with the rope he held that was tied around 

Patch’s waist at the other end.
“Didn’t figure you to be much of an angler,” said Lori.
“Good time to start,” Jin said, grinning to show his mix of gold teeth. “Powerfully nasty bait 

though.”
“Pull up already you Lio Coh Jwei Ji Neong Hur Ho Deh Yung Duh Buhn Jah J’wohn!” shouted 

Patch.
Jin laughed as he began hauling on the rope. In a few seconds, the doctor’s hands reached the 

side and he pulled himself onto the surface. “You need to laugh more, Patch.”
“You play wendigo bait next time. I’ll laugh like a Sah Gwa,” said the doctor as Jin grabbed his 

hand and pulled him to the surface.
“What’s the smell?” Lori asked, wrinkling her nose.
“I can’t smell anything,” said Jin.
“That’s our good news,” Patch answered, dusting off his pants. “We’ve got some sorts of fuel or 

other leakin’ down there. Tunnel’s lousy with fumes.”
“Should make torchin’ the beast easier,” Jin said as Lori led them back to where her shuttle 

waited on its landing struts.
“That and every other poor soul in there,” said Lori, walking up the ramp.
“We sure anyone left alive?” Jin asked.
“We’ll hope,” Lori said as she turned left and entered the main room of her shuttle.
Against the port wall, across from the rack of weapons, was pinned a map of Newhouse and the 

surrounding area. Red X’s had been marked in various places. Next to most of them were strips of pa-
per with names or dates or both written on them. Lori picked up the red marker left on her table and 
pressed on its shaft until it changed color to green. “This entrance is... here,” she said, marking a green 
circle on the map.

“That’d ‘xplain the Carver boy’s vanishin’ and the seventy-three sighting,” said Patch, touching 
the two X’s closest to the new circle.
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“Every incident could be from here,” said Lori.
“Except this one,” Jin said, pointing to an X in the northeast of the map.
“Why?” asked Patch.
“The incident happened in the afternoon, three days after this rock’s summer solstice.”
“How’d you figure that?” asked Patch.
Jin shrugged. “Saw the tilt of the planet and the hemisphere we’re in. A check on the local date 

and a little math was all that’s left. Anyway, there ain’t no way even a wendigo is making it from there 
to here without being seen. The den’s got to have more exits.”

“I’m not happy about mappin’ this on foot,” said Lori.
“This is an old minin’ town. Tunnels will be immense. The vics would be dead before we’re 

done,” said Patch.
“Let’s just use the seismometer imager on this bug,” said Jin.
“The what?” asked Lori.
“Every atmo-capable boat has a seismometer built in its landing protocol,” Jin said.
“Right, it ensures we don’t go landin’ on anythin’ unstable like a sink-hole,” added Lori. “But 

I’m not familiar with the ‘imager’ part?”
“That’s a program that converts the seismic data to a picture.”
“I don’t have one,” said Lori.
“Kris might,” said Patch. “Or she can fetch it off the Cortex. Except they’re opposite dirtside. 

Radio can’t go around the planet.”
“We run counter to this rock’s rotation, we’d be there and back in less than a day,” said Jin.
“No,” Lori said, holding up her hand for silence. “That could draw suspicion.”
“I could get on the Cortex myself and see about locating the program.”
“No,” Lori said in a bit more insistent tone. “I want us layin’ as low as possible while we’re 

here. I’ll get a Cortex crawler from Newhouse. You two wait here.”
Jin and Patch watched her head out into the afternoon sun.
“She’s a little on edge,” said Jin.
“Captain’s always right nervous as a job nears completin’,” Patch said as he rummaged around 

in the shuttle’s drink stores. “’Don’t be restin’ until it’s done. The beastie ain’t dead until it’s dead.’ 
Those’re her huntin’ mottos.” Patch pulled out a bottle and tossed it to Jin.

Jin caught the bottle and twisted the cap off. “The Alliance is still reeling from the Miranda 
Message. One little ship ain’t going to be any concern to them.”

“Maybe true, but we’d be mighty humped if wrong,” Patch said when he noticed Jin grimacing 
as he sat down on a fold-out stool. “You hurtin’, Jin?”

“I’m always hurting, Patch.”
“Then why can’t you be hidin’ it better?” Patch said as he grabbed Jin’s left arm and pulled back 

the sleeve.
Jin tried to squirm away but ceased as soon as Patch applied a little pressure to his forearm.
“Gorammit, Jin, it’s inflamed!” he said, looking at the bright red spots on the skin, especially 

where the wires went under it. “Gimme a cigar.”
Jin withdrew one of his remaining cigars and handed it to Patch.
The doctor grabbed a scalpel out of the shuttle’s first aid kit. Then he poured some of Jin’s tonic 

into a glass Lori had sitting on a table and swished the scalpel in it to sterilize it a little. “This is gonna 
hurt a bit,” he said right before using the blade to open up the skin around the cybernetic parts. A little 
blood oozed out of the wound but mostly it was black puss.

Patch used the scalpel to cut off a segment of the cigar. Unraveling the paper, he spilled out the 
tobacco onto a sheet of newspaper they had been reading for clues. Once finished, he used the paper to 
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funnel the tobacco into his mouth and started chewing on it. A quick swig of tonic to mix and then 
Patch was spitting the concoction onto Jin’s arm, spreading it around the inflamed places.

“That was really disgusting,” said Jin.
“But your arm’s feelin’ better now ain’t it?” Patch asked as he washed his hands and tried to get 

the taste of tobacco out of his mouth at Lori’s sink. Once he was done, he grabbed a bandage out of the 
first aid kit.

“Only because I’m too distracted by your disgusting medicine.”
“We make do on the Rim,” said Patch, finishing the bandage. “Now go outside and smoke that 

thing. Should ease up your other symptoms.”
Jin looked at the cigar. “I have to? I hate these things.”
“They buy you time.”
Jin stood in the doorway, looking at the sky of Beylix. “Is it worth it, Mikey? Are two bad days 

worth more than one good one?”
“What if that second day is when Scrap has his growth spurt?”
He thought about it. “It would be funny watching him try to flirt with Kris once he’s finally 

taller than her.”
“Get some air, Jin.”

* * *

On the other side of the planet, Echo Trail rested silently among the husks of decaying ships. Its 
own misshapen body blended well with its surroundings; few would realize this ship was still opera-
tional without looking closely.

Inside, the top deck was designed with two hallways at the fore and aft which connected to a 
large common area in the middle. On the starboard of the ship there was a kitchen nook and dining ta-
ble set up along with lockers for storing food and personal items. The aft hall connected rooms filled 
with the mechanical instruments required to run the ship and a set of quarters that Scrap had made into 
his room (though it was usually so filled with tools and junk it could scarcely be distinguished from any 
of the machine rooms).

In the common area, Scrap sat at the table, munching on a protein ration as he stared at the other 
side. On the port side, yet some distance from the wall, a black box sat there without a top. Sections of 
the floor panels had been pulled up exposing air vents and wires and pipes that sometimes spilled out 
onto the floor as if they were all snakes that had burst out from their cages.

From the fore section, Kris entered in her sleeping clothes, barefoot, and carrying a mother-
board rigged with wires and inputs with her. “This shoulda do as you requested,” she said, handing it to 
Scrap before heading over to make a cup of coffee.

He took the circuit board while doing his best not to look at her. In her loose pants and shirt, 
hints of skin showing at random with her movements, even with the slight mess of her chestnut brown 
hair Scrap thought she was never lovelier. Just looking at her filled him with a longing to wrap himself 
around her and slide his hand under those loose clothes and touch every inch of that pale skin.

“I thought the cap’n ‘n ‘em would’ve ended the hunt by now,” Lori said as she finished making 
her drink and took a seat on the opposite side of the table. “How’s our project?”

Scrap focused on the shroud, trying not to turn around less he catch a glimpse of her cleavage 
and lose any rational thoughts he had left. “Good!” he said, his voice cracking a moment. “Reroute’s al-
most done. Plug this into the air system and then it’ll be time to make it look pretty.”

“Think it’ll work?”
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Scrap was about to put on his usual bluster, but found no strength to. He sighed. “How can we 
test? We’d need another ship and if they don’t turn us in for havin’ the ‘Verse’s biggest contraband, 
they’ll try to take it.”

“We’re alone,” said Kris.
“We are.”
They sat there in silence a moment.
“Hey Kris,” Scrap said, turning around as he put on his most charming smile. “We are... alone 

in here.”
She arched an eyebrow and laughed as she stood up from the table. “No.”
“Oh c’mon! You’re goin’ to let me die a virgin?”
“I figure it’d give you extra incentive to make it work. Dyin’ll hurt your chances,” she said as 

she headed back to the ship’s bridge.
Scrap’s smile returned. “You think there’s someone out there for me?”
“I’m sure the ‘Verse is just filled with cute engineer girls longin’ for you to sweep them off their 

feet,” Kris shouted down the hall before disappearing into her room.
He walked up to the shroud and stared down at his unfinished handiwork. “I’ll take just one,” he 

said before resuming his efforts, whistling a tune.

* * *

“Jin, how’s it out here?”
Jin took a long drag on his cigar, letting the burning sensation fill his lungs before he answered. 

The sky was changing to a beautiful shade of yellow as the sun set in the east, and Jin had the best view 
in the ‘Verse, resting on top of an old wheeled craft. He didn’t bother lifting his piloting goggle lenses 
when he looked at Patch, who was leaning out of the shuttle. “View’s great! Could use a lady to share it 
with, though.”

“Thrilled to hear. You seen the Captain?”
Jin pictured Lori in his mind. “Eh, she would do in a pinch, but I’m not sure I’m her type.”
“Gorrammit, shouldn’t our Captain be here already?” asked Patch, approaching.
“Probably? It’s not that far and she’s a big girl.”
“So where is she?”
“Stop being so jittery, Patch. What’s she got to worry about out there? Some punks, some trash 

and a... wendigo...” Jin’s voice trailed off as his brain finally registered the doctor’s full meaning.
Patch tossed a compact flashlight that Jin caught, nearly fumbling it, and the two went running 

towards Newhouse.
They were a few meters past the edge of the junkyard proper when their lights caught a black 

lump on the ground. Patch knelt down and picked it up, revealing it to be a black leather jacket with 
several trinkets dangling from its multitude of pockets and straps.

“Looks like you’re in charge,” said Jin. “What now?”
Patch felt around in the jacket’s pockets until he pulled out a rectangular data chip. “She gots us 

the program.” Patch checked the rest of the jacket, “and presents.”
He pulled out three handheld explosives and a remote detonator.
“She didn’t take those with her?” asked Jin.
“No. She wants us to come get her.”
They ran back to the shuttle.
Jin hit the pilot’s seat and began the startup procedure. Patch put the data chip in Jin’s waiting 

palm, then went to the back of the shuttle. By the time the shuttle was ready for the air, the program 
had successfully loaded.
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“Ready?” shouted Jin.
Patch came to the cockpit, the area’s map in his hands. “All-fired.”
Jin hit a few switches and hit some keys as the shuttle rose into the air. On his right, near Patch, 

one of the screens on the control dash lit up, showing a tunnel under them that plunged downward be-
fore snaking off in different directions. 

Patch pointed at one of the branches that seemed to be pointing towards Newhouse.
Jin moved the shuttle that way, having to maneuver higher a several times to avoid tall piles of 

junk or the remains of fallen ships. Each meter forward more of the tunnels under the planet were 
painted on the screen. They hovered to the edge of town, then backtracked and traced a path that had 
split from their track. They repeated this again and again, letting the seismometer show them every hol-
low passage under their feet.

“You hear that?” asked Jin.
“No,” Patch said, not looking up from his comparison between the map and their tunnel dia-

gram.
Jin moved the shuttle in a slight circle until the sound of stuttering static filled the speakers.
“That? What is that?” asked Patch.
Jin kept flying the shuttle towards the growing sound.
“The captain,” said Patch.
“She had her rosary with her – her mic,” said Jin.
In the silence between the static, the two of them started to hear other noises.
“She’s tryin’ to signal us.”
“Respond, sir?” asked Jin.
“No. I don’t want to be riskin’ the beast’s ire none till we getting’ her,” said Patch.
“Is that… a pattern?”
They listened in. The in and out rhythm of the radio static did seem to have some pattern. It was 

longer for a bit then shorter.
“Morse code,” said Patch.
“Long, short, short, long, long, long,” Jin trailed off as he translated the message in his head. 

“‘down here’. It says ‘down here’!”
Patch looked over the tunnel diagram. “There’s a chamber under us. I’d wager we’ve sussed out 

its pantry.”
“Orders now, sir?”
“Dai Kai Sa Jeh this son of a bitch.”
They finished up mapping the tunnels then landed the shuttle back at their previous camp. There 

was a comm screen on the wall of kitchen nook which Jin transferred the tunnel diagram. Patch studied 
both maps while Jin prepared weapons for their outing.

“Alright, here’s the main tunnel entrance, a few hundred meters from Newhouse,” said Patch.
“Old mine entrance. Probably how the employees living in town went to work,” said Jin.
“Closed down. Condemned. A bang-up nest for a wendigo,” said Patch. 
“Gor – ram, look at this,” Jin said, pointing at a spot almost a kilometer away.
“That another surface egress?” asked Patch.
“Worse,” said Jin. “I remember that spot from our flight. That’s under an Orion Cruiser husk”
“Think this wendigo’s strong enough to move the whole ruttin’ ship?”
“No. There’s probably an underside hatch it’s using.”
Patch stood there, considering the map in silence until Jin started to get concerned that dawn 

would return before he finished thinking.
“Can we barricade this entrance?” Patch asked, pointing at the entry closest to them.
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Jin glanced out the shuttle’s window. “Collapsing those junk piles,” he said, pointing, “ought to 
do it.”

“Usin’ of the shuttle?”
Jin nodded.
“Do that. Then you go to this spot,” Patch said, pointing at the secret entrance under the Orion 

Crusier. “You’ll saunter in, make sure it don’t go rabbitin’. I’ll invade through the main entrance, and 
squirrel the captain out.”

“We going at morning? When it’s resting?”
Patch weighed the options. “Longer we waiver, the greater chance we find our captain corpsi-

fied. We kick the hornets now.”
The comm on the shuttle blurted out some static and a garbled voice.
Patch picked up the mic and hit the PTT button. “Hello?”
“—captain there?” the voice they could now identify as Scrap’s asked.
“Juh Shi Suh Mo Go Dohng Shee? Ya’ll know we’re to be keepin’ silent,” said Patch.
“How’d they radio us anyway?” asked Jin. “They’re on the other side of the planet.”
“Relax guys,” Kris’s voice now said over the radio. “I smuggled a signal through the NAVSAT 

system. Ain’t no one gonna look for it and it’ll be gettin’ cleansed as junk data in a few hours too.”
“Where’s the captain?” asked Scrap.
Patch took a deep breath before he pushed to reply. “She ain’t socializin’ right now; you’ll be 

serenadin’ my ears. And boy, speak plainly.”
There was a bit of a long pause which Jin knew was Kris explaining to Scrap that Patch just or-

dered the report in code and how to say what he needed to, opaquely. “Almost done knittin’ the old gal 
her shawl,” Scrap finally said. “We’re needin’ some makeup to pretty her before we take her out, else 
nobody’ll notice.”

Jin chuckled. “He actually listened to her.”
“A day no short of miracles,” Patch said. He considered how to reply a second before he hit the 

PTT button. “Take the old gal out somewhere she ain’t been. Give her some privacy before you gussy 
her up.”

“Will do, boss,” Kris said before the line went dead.
“Ready to hunt?” asked Jin.
“Let’s bag us a critter,” Patch said as he led the way to the back of the shuttle. He got two flash-

lights, both about the length of his palm, and handed one to Jin. 
Jin got both handheld transceiver from the shuttle’s equipment store and gave one away saying, 

“Channel D2.”
“Walk out alive,” Patch said as he left the shuttle and headed towards the main mine entrance..
“Good hunting,” said Jin. He waited until the darkness swallowed the doctor then got to work.
Switching the shuttle’s HUD to night mode, Jin located a nearby stack of junk that seemed 

heavy enough and a little precarious. He maneuvered the shuttle’s thrusters until their full force sent the 
pile crashing down precisely where he wanted it. Then did it again until he was satisfied there was 
enough debris filling the hole that not even the wendigo would be able to escape that way.

The old Orion Cruiser line’s shuttle cradle was still mostly intact and had little debris, which the 
thrusters cleared away as Jin landed. He adjusted the shuttle’s comm system, and powered down every 
other system. He grabbed the last grenade from Lori’s stash and clipped it to one side of his belt while 
hanging the handheld transceiver on the other.

With effort he extracted himself from the shuttle and inched over to the old airlock hatch on the 
Orion Cruiser. It was ajar and took minimum effort to push the door open enough for him to clamber 
in. Inside it was darker than the night beyond the doors. Jin switched on his light and proceeded.
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He didn’t have to go far before he found a hole in the floor. Fallen lines and twisted metal 
formed a makeshift ladder that he was able to climb down with much difficulty. Another dozen steps 
from there and he found an access ladder that let him down deeper into the ship. Little by little he made 
his way. The darkness and silence of the dead ship weighed down on him as if it was tangible, making 
every breath and squeal of metal sound like an entire chorus tattling on him. Yet there was no sign of 
the wendigo or any other living thing.

At last Jin reached the bottom of the ship. He spotted a solid metal rod, used to reinforce the 
hull, jutting out from a damaged part of the wall. He grabbed it with his left and winced when he tried 
to pull it out. The muscles of his forearm felt like they were on fire as they twitched at random with no 
regard to his wishes. Jin moved the flashlight to his left then grabbed the rod with his right and pulled it 
out of the wreckage with minimum effort. Feeling better now that he was armed, he started checking 
the floor for the access hatches. Judging from the size of this model, Jin bet it had three such spread out 
along the length. His path had brought him to the the middle of the ship so he checked the mid then aft 
hatches. Neither showed any signs of disturbance. Finally he reached the fore most hatch. It was free of 
dust and speckled with old, dried blood around it. Jin lifted the hatch and shined the light down it, see-
ing a hole that stretched into the ground.

“Got you, Go Neong Yung Duh,” he said as he started climbing down. The hole wasn’t a straight 
drop but cut underground at a slight incline and was roughly hewn enough for him to find several hand 
holds. It finally terminated into the side of the mine tunnels a meter above the ground.

The flashlight showed nothing in either direction but earthen walls and wooden struts. Jin 
leaned his weapon against a wall his arm and pulled out a hand-drawn copy of the map they had sur-
veyed. “We’ve got to get more sheets of smart-paper,” he muttered to himself as he tried to interpret it. 
Stuffing the map into his left pocket, he picked the metal rod back up and headed left in the direction 
he hoped headed towards the town.

His reached a point where the tunnel split into three directions when his handheld transceiver 
clicked twice. Jin leaned the metal rod against the tunnel wall and unclipped the transceiver. “Patch?”

“Got the captain,” Patch’s voice crackled in.
“That was a mite quick,” said Jin.
“She freed herself, picked up three more, and met me halfway. We’re droppin’ treats and 

runnin’.”
“I’ll exit too,” Jin said, right as his light caught something moving.
He raised the light to see the wendigo lunge.
The body slam toppled Jin and the monster was right on top of him. He threw his left arm out 

and felt it connect with flesh and teeth. It gave him a moment to breathe as the weight on his chest was 
lifted. Jin scrambled forward, trying to find the weapon he had brought along when the beast shoved 
him against the wall hard enough to bring dust down from the rafters. He kicked out, his boots hitting 
unyielding mass. Claws raked his left side and shoulder. Jin’s fingers finally found the rebar and closed 
around it. He let his yelp of pain morph into a war cry as he swung the bar as hard as he could. He felt a 
satisfying impact and the creature stagger back. Even though he couldn’t see anything, Jin swung again 
and again as wide as he could. Each time he hit the wendigo, he advanced and swung again.

The bar was caught. The creature tried to pull it out of his hands but Jin held tight. They strug-
gled back and forth before the creature let go. Jin could feel from its weight that their efforts had bent 
the solid metal rod nearly ninety degrees, right before the wendigo slammed into him again.

Its rancid breath struck his nostrils almost as hard as the rest of it. This time it stayed on top of 
him, trying to pin his arms and legs while its teeth snapped at his neck.

“Jin, we’re giving you two minutes to get out of the tunnels,” Patch’s shouting came through on 
the transceiver.
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Jin twisted his head and felt the creature’s teeth bite into his beard and left jaw. The metal sur-
prised it, causing it to reel back just enough for Jin to get his right arm loose.

“Bad meal all around,” he said, driving the rebar into the creature’s gut. Jin rolled, then shoved 
the rod the rest of the way until it passed through the creature’s gut and hit the ground. He then leaned 
on the bar to bend it further, until the other end hit the dirt, pinning the wendigo.

Jin picked up the light where it had fallen and started a half run, half hobble back. When he 
reached the mouth of the ascending tunnel, he heard the squeal of straining metal and a painful, angry 
cry. He climbed up it as fast as he could, though it was difficult considering his left hand was no longer 
working, the fingers of it spasming at random. He reached the hatch, grateful he’d left it opened, and 
hauled himself into the Orion Cruiser. With effort and without dignity, Jin got the grenade off the left 
side of his belt, pulled up the top and twisted it to set the timer for five seconds.

He tossed it into the hole and closed the hatch. Then Jin started back towards the shuttle. He 
was at the aft stairs to the next deck when the floor trembled from the explosion. The hatch warped 
from the force, letting flames flicker out between its seams and a great blast of heat hit the pilot.

But Jin was alive. Judging from the wendigo’s screams, it wasn’t anymore.

* * *

Scrap leaned over and made sure the paint was even as he sprayed the top of the Echo Trail 
black. The spray rigging was connected to the ship’s own air systems for a good even coat, though by 
now he was on his second bucket and hadn’t even reached the halfway mark.

“She always seems smaller on the inside,” he muttered to himself as he straightened up, his 
joints popping. He looked at the horizon, savoring the view when he noticed something approaching. 
When it got close enough he could identify it, he walked to the edge and leaned over to shout, “Kris! 
They’re back!”

The shuttle came in and slid into its place under the bridge. Its aft airlock clicked into place be-
fore the ship’s clamps beneath the bridge automatically secured it. Scrap smiled and went back to work. 
Everything felt better once everyone was back. Here is where they belonged.

The work seemed to go a bit faster or maybe he lost track of time but Lori seemed to climb out 
of the topside hatch almost immediately after the shuttle returned.

“You’re doin’ a fine job, kid,” she said, wiping a bit of dirt and soot from her cheek. Her clothes 
were likewise covered in it.

“Glad to be havin’ you back, Lori,” he said, remaining focused on the task since he knew the 
captain didn’t take none to hugging.

“I’ll take over,” she said. “Mikey needs your help in the Chop Shop.”
“What good could I do there?” asked Scrap.
She said nothing, only gesturing with her head that he should go.
Scrap climbed down the same ladder to the low deck and made his way forward to the infir-

mary. He gasped upon opening the door and finding Patch standing there wearing a surgical mask as he 
used a pair of scissors to cut Jin’s flannel shirt off the guy. The patient’s left arm and chest looked 
shredded, a black pus oozing out of the injuries while his right arm was covered in scratches to the 
point it looked a solid red. Chunks were also torn out of his beard and he looked to be bleeding in parts 
on his face.

“Wha...” the words died on Scrap’s tongue. They had seen plenty of grotesque scenes in their 
line of work but something about his buddy, laying here on the table, made Scrap’s stomach recall his 
lunch.

Spotting him, Patch finished cutting the shirt from Jin then steered Scrap out of the room via his 
shoulder. Just outside the door, Patch knelt to look the kid in the eye, pulling down his mask to speak. 
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“Boy, listen to me. The wendigo attacked Jin. I can patch ‘im together but we’re needin’ to fix his cy-
bernetics. You up to it?”

“No.”
“Too bad. Jin ain’t waitin’ on dyin’ till you are.” Patch returned to the chop shop with Scrap fol-

lowing after him.
“How doomed am I?” asked Jin. He tried to chuckle a bit but it devolved into a coughing fit that 

caused some black stuff to spurt out of his chest wounds.
Patch pointed Scrap to the sink to clean up. “A riot, you are,” said the doctor. Scrap finished 

washing and Patch handed him a surgical mask. “Actually the wendigo may’ve saved you.”
“He did? Well don’t I feel rotten for blowing him to chunks,” said Jin.
Patch moved a step-stool over and Scrap climbed it to get a look at the pilot’s chest.
“I should’ve known sooner you had this much fluid buildup,” Patch said as he withdrew a sam-

ple of blood from Jin’s neck with a syringe.
Scrap watched the doctor pour the sample into a beaker with some powder. Then he took out a 

bottle of distilled water and poured it into the mixture until the beaker was a quarter full. “What’s 
that?” he asked.

“Goin’ to be a stem cell base. We’ll be usin’ it to repair a lot of this.”
“Should I be awake while you talk shop?” asked Jin.
“Yes! You ain’t sleepin’ tell I say. Just let me know if you’re feelin’ drowsy.”
“Patch I... don’t know what I’m doin’,” said Scrap.
The doctor leaned over so they were eye to eye. “It’s a machine, kid. Human body’s like any 

other with movin’ parts.”
Scrap looked down and tried to see it like Patch did.
“It ain’t Jin,” the doctor continued. “It ain’t your friend. It’s just like Echo Trail. It’s messed all 

up. You have to fix it.”
Scrap closed his eyes a second and pushed aside all his memories of Jin. “It’s just a machine. 

It’s just a machine,” he muttered to himself over and over. Finally he opened his eyes.
The skin and outer muscle layers had been shredded. Closer to the skin, there was a reddish hue 

to everything which Scrap assumed to be blood, but as things moved closer to the bone, it turned 
darker. “This isn’t blood?”

“No. More like... blood remains. But it ain’t ever black.”
Scrap looked closer and noticed that where the breastplate and ribs would be, there looked to be 

a metal plate or two. He leaned in and saw that it wasn’t a single piece, but several plates anchored to 
his bones with screws. Though there was no fold in the middle, meaning it would be hard for Jin to 
wrap his arms around anything. “The muscles... should be connectin’ to bone, but are tied to metal,” 
said Scrap. He started mentally tracing the wires that he could see running along the metal surface.

“But he’s been a calculator for years, why’s this gettin’ worse now?” Patch asked, leaning 
against the infirmary’s counter while Scrap worked.

Scrap climbed down and followed the wires into Jin’s left arm. “Because the machine broke.” 
He moved bits of skin and muscle aside to see a small computer chip anchored to Jin’s radius bone. 
“Got hydraulics for strength augment. These wires must be simulatin’ nerves to control these systems. 
And... Why’s some of this here?”

“They wanted to see what could be done,” Jin said with a pathetic laugh that broke down into a 
coughing fit.

Scrap stared at his friend. “Well that’s just... oh.”
He ran out of the Chop Shop as fast as he could, only barely hearing Patch’s protest and Jin’s re-

straining the doctor. Scrap turned right in the bay and climbed the steps up to the first deck. He arrived 
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next to the very shroud he’d been working on, and grabbed the smart-paper and interface pen laying on 
the floor next to it. Then returned to the infirmary.

Scrap laid the sheet on a counter and drew a rough outline of a human body, then started filling 
it in with engineering blueprint symbols.

Patch leaned over his shoulder. “You got this?”
Scrap absentmindedly waved his hand. “Let you know when it’s done.”
Patch left the room and Scrap hardly noticed as he drew Jin backwards. Like everything else he 

had to reverse-engineer, he started with what he knew was there. Step two was to add everything which 
had to be there for the other to work. Step three was guessing everything that remained, like additional 
parts needed to do everything left but not covered by the first two steps. Given the constraints of the 
human body, the design of which he pulled from a general medical text book Patch had in there, it was 
even easier than his usual challenges.

Or it was until he tried to work out a close up of Jin’s gut area and found the smart-paper at its 
limits. Scrap started flipping through the paper’s contents. The cheapest, most common sheets were one 
use only – once they were loaded with content, it couldn’t be changed without dismantling it. They 
were stuck with a mid-range model: reusable but the operating system to allow it took up substantial 
memory. His shroud design was equal to several pages, but the bulk of content was the mass of records 
and notes the crew had made on all the hunts they did. A journal bound in a container that could be se-
curity locked since Lori was cautious on why they never seemed to find other hunters in the ‘Verse. 
Kris had offered to upload the journal to the Cortex a few times but the captain didn’t want any crea-
tures that might use the Cortex to realize what they knew. With what they learned about Miranda, he 
was starting to understand her caution.

Then, deep in the paper’s memory, Scrap found something he didn’t expect.
Dear Son,
If you’re reading this then I died before I ever mustered the courage to see you. I am 
sorry, and I won’t dare ask your forgiveness. However, I hope what I’ve written here will  
at least help you understand my choices, so you at least know why you hate me...

“Someone here’s got a boy?” asked Scrap. “Think it’s the cap’n? She uses this sheet more’n I 
do.”

“What are you doing?”
“Tryin’ to design you some replacement parts and ran out of room.”
“It’s...” He could hear Jin shifting around in the treatment chair as if it was suddenly misshapen. 

“Just delete it.”
Scrap turned around. “Yours?”
“I wrote it, Scrap. You can get rid of it, I... it’s not important.”
The kid turned back to the counter and looked down at the sheet. He stared at the letter. “Ok, 

Jin,” Scrap said, flipping through the paper’s memory until he reached the diagrams he had spent two 
weeks drawing of the shroud he spent the last three weeks building. He pressed his palm to the sheet 
then swiped it sideways, erasing them. He turned back to Jin’s diagram and made a note at the top: ‘re-
make bprints when dismantle shroud.’

“It’s gone, Jin,” Scrap lied as he resumed his work on his friend.

* * *

It took a week to finish painting the ship – the same amount of time it took for Scrap to make replace-
ment parts to stabilize Jin so he could heal enough to pilot the ship. Once the painting was done, Lori 
took the ship into space and plotted a course to Miranda, waiting on the opposite side of the ‘Verse 
from Beylix. The shortest route would be through the core worlds around Bai Hu but they decided to 
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travel to the Huang Long system. They had just refilled the ship’s fuel on Highgate, in the shadow of 
Qing Long – the blue sun – when Patch led Jin onto the bridge.

The old fellow was shirtless, but had so many bandages around his torso one could scarcely tell. 
His large stomach had mostly vanished, leaving him much thinner, and his left arm was bandaged from 
wrist to shoulder. Patch helped the pilot into his chair, then injected him with a cocktail of drugs to 
lessen pain and fight infection.

“You ready for this?” asked Lori who was standing beside the pilot seat.
Jin grinned up at her, his gold teeth glistening in the light, his ever-present flight goggles 

perched on his head. He held up his left hand. Its fingers were frozen in a curl with the thumb stiff be-
side them. Concentrating with all his might, Jin made all four bend a millimeter. “The Reavers will find 
me less an arm. They almost have a chance.”

Lori smiled. “You’ll be all shiny, Jin. Patch will get you right as rain.”
Jin laughed a bit. “He’s but a man. Men can only do so much.”
“Who said I was only a man?” Patch said in a joking tone.
Lori chuckled. “Jin’s doubtin’ your ability to work miracles.”
“Me? Of course. Scrap’s the one he should be praisin’.”
“Got to be some reason we all put up with him,” Jin said with a slight chuckle.
The comm beeped an alert.
“You’ve got a call from a captain... ‘Jack Paper’,” said Kris.
“Send it to my shuttle, please,” Lori said, heading towards the hatch on the bridge. “Jin, take us 

to Miranda. Everyone, make out your wills.”
There was an uncomfortable silence after Lori was gone.
“Why’s everyone quiet?” asked Scrap as he joined them on the bridge.
“Last will and testament time,” said Kris.
“Oh. Well... ya’ll are all I have.”
“Yeah. It’s been an honor huntin’ with ya’ll,” said Patch.
“You both think this is it?” asked Kris.
“More than before,” Scrap said before anyone else could.
“Kris? Anyone to say shi pei le?” asked Patch.
Kris sighed and shook her head.
“My son,” Jin said without turning his seat around so they couldn’t see the growing mist in his 

eyes.
“Bu Kuh Nuhn. You’re a father?” asked Kris.
Jin held up two fingers. “Daughter too. Been so long... they’re full adults now I reckon The boy 

at least. Their mom was a heck of a cook and seamstress.”
“You never mentioned or tried contactin’ ‘em,” said Kris.
“The people that did this to me,” Jin said, gesturing to his body, “are ones I don’t want finding 

my family.”
The bridge’s floor hatch opened and Lori climbed back up from her shuttle. “We ready?”
“Did you know Jin’s a father?” asked Scrap.
Lori regarded her pilot. “Really?”
Jin shrugged in the affirmative.
“Oh. New standing order everyone: This goes south, someone gets my shuttle, and takes Jin’s 

stuff and messages to his kids.”
Everyone voiced their understanding.
“You don’t have to,” he said.
“Of course we do. Family’s everythin’,” said Lori. “Scrap, we ready?”
The teen shrugged. “Could always use more testin’.”
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“How long will the shroud give us?”
He shrugged again. “It’s a giant heat sink. I’d guess... maybe ten minutes before it overloads 

and we start radiatin’ again. More if we pre-chill the old gal.”
“Then do it,” said Lori. “Kris, Scrap, close off the low deck and seal it. Then shut down anythin’ 

we can spare.”
“I’ll get the spacer suits,” Patch said before leaving the bridge.
“They’re insulated and have their own air,” said Jin, “letting us shut down even more.”
“I’m powerin’ down the NAVSAT and unpluggin’ the pulse beacon,” said Lori. “Jin, you con-

centrate on that route.”
Scrap headed to midship while Lori pried open a floor panel behind Jin on the port side. By the 

time she had it disconnected Patch returned wearing a space-suit and carrying three more. “If Scrap 
don’t be hittin’ his growth spurt soon, we’re gettin’ a kiddy suit.”

He helped Lori put hers on, then she assisted Kris while Patch helped Jin who groaned in pain 
throughout the effort.

“Chill the top deck,” said Lori. “And buckle up so we can shut down grav.”
“I’ll see that Scrap don’t be gettin’ hurt none,” Patch said as he left the bridge.
A minute later, the gravity was disengaged and everyone’s stomachs did a somersault as weight-

lessness washed over them. They waited. Minutes piled into an hour as the ship grew colder and they 
ran as few systems as possible. When Jin saw a cloud float from his lips was when Lori ordered hel-
mets on.

“Tell me we’re plenty cold,” said Lori over the suit comms.
“Neither us nor Echo Trail can be standin’ much more,” said Scrap. “I recommend proceedin’.”
“Jin... fly us there.”
“Aye aye, Captain,” said the pilot. “Scrap, stand by on shroud.” Jin studied the edge of their 

radar screen where a few blips of Reaver ships passed by. “On,” he said before hitting the button on the 
side of the throttle for the engines to give him a brief thrust.

Over the comm, everyone could hear Scrap throw the switch of the device and it hummed to 
life.

Echo Trail pushed into the Black towards the distant speck of Miranda with its dozens of living 
ships buzzing about it and thousands of dead ones drifting.

“Lookin’ shiny,” Lori said as she watched the radar readouts on her own console.
“How’s the pretty?” asked Jin.
“She’s on. Workin’,” Scrap answered. “We should be as dust to the Black.”
“How long till there?” asked Lori.
“Seven minutes through their zone, fifteen from atmo,” said Jin.
“Should I prep?” asked Scrap.
“Hold,” said Lori.
Echo Trail crept ever closer to the planet. In the distance, the flickering of Reaver ships and 

their prey could only just be made out, and only the edge of their radar showed any of them close.
Another minute passed. Then two. Lori was about to breathe easier when Kris asked, “What’s 

that?”
She and Jin looked up, then at their screens. In front of them, just coming in radar range, was a 

ship about half their size.
“We gonna collide?” asked Kris.
Jin checked all the trajectories. “No, but we’ll be getting close.”
“How’s the shroud?” asked Lori.
“Fine, haven’t reached thermal threshold yet,” said Scrap.
“Move,” they heard Kris pray. “Please move outta our way.”
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“That distance they could smell us,” said Jin.
The three of them watched through the bridge’s windows as the Reaver ship passed overhead, 

close enough they could count its rivets.
Everyone counted heartbeats. Two... Three...
Kris said, “Did it--”
The sound of metal scrapping metal echoed loudly through the ship.
“Wo Cao they were too close,” said Jin.
A thud echoed loudly through the ship.
“We’ve been latched!” Patch said over the comm.
“We’re humped!” said Kris
Jin hit the switches to bring all the engines back online and pushed the thrust to full throttle. A 

loud groan echoed through the hull as the ship latched onto them was dragged along. “Scrap! You’ve 
got two minutes to atmo!”

“I can’t—”
“Gravity!” said Lori.
“Back on,” said Kris
“Everyone, follow Scrap’s orders!” Lori said before shedding her helmet and dashing out of the 

bridge.
“I need Kris up here,” Jin said as the planet filled their view.
“What should I do?”
“I need a topographical map of the planet.”
“But... all the Cortex has is a black rock.”
Jin jabbed his finger at the oncoming planet. “Start making it!”

Lori reached the upper bay just as Patch and Scrap were as well. Both of them had also shed 
their helmets and were in the process of removing their gloves.

“Wing’s unlocked and ready,” said Patch.
“Mine too, so we engine prep,” Scrap said before he ran to the engine room that stretched over 

both decks.
“What do we do?” Patch asked once they arrived.
Scrap was working as fast as he could at the main console, throwing switches and levers. “We 

need... uh... I need you... to uh...”
“Kid, I need it now!” said Jin.
“The fuel lines ain’t ready” Scrap shouted into his suit’s mic.
There was a pause over the intercom.
“Then we’re doing a ‘falling star.’”

“I don’t like the sound of that,” Kris said as the planet filled their entire window.
“It’s all shiny, girl,” Jin said as he took off the helmet to his suit and brought his flight goggles 

down over his eyes. He killed the forward thrust and pulled on the steering column at the same time he 
sent sent the ship into a turn.

“We’re not gonna make it,” Kris said as the planet’s view moved down and left until they could 
make out its curvature.

“’Course we will,” said Jin. “Our new buddy’s been reversing engines since they grabbed us, 
slowing us down and giving just enough lift to...”

The entire ship shuddered.
“Bounce off the atmosphere,” Jin said with a whoop of excitement. He sent the ship into a bar-

rel roll until the top of it faced the planet. “Kris, give me a tune.”
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She pulled up a list of saved music and tried to focus on finding something appropriate instead 
of the friction flames that were licking the bridge windows as the ship skirted along the atmosphere. At 
two points where bullets from a previous shootout had impacted, cracks appeared and stretched out.

“Jin...”
“Lao Ma Shi Tu. She’ll hold. Though I had to turn her since the low deck is still depressurized.”
Kris switched the air circulation to the second deck back on.

“A ‘fallin’ star?’ I don’t recall any description of a fallin’ star!” Lori shouted over the sound of 
the engine room.

“It’s somethin’ we thought of while bored,” Scrap said as he worked the controls. He turned a 
dial down then lifted a plastic guard to hit two switches next to a larger one. “We need to coast,” he told 
the bridge.

“Talkin’ ain’t doin’,” said Lori.
“Never time to test, always time to apply!” Scrap turned around and dropped to a floor grate 

only one panel away from the edge of the massive, spinning engine. 
“We’re coasting,” Jin said right after the ship shuddered.
As he worked to open the panel, Scrap pointed and said, “I need you two over theres!”
Lori and Patch looked. On both sides of the room against the wall was a lever embedded in the 

floor and a large box mounted on the wall above. The captain went to the starboard one, the doctor to 
the port side.

“Remove the cover!” the kid shouted, as he finished prying up the floor grate.
Both of them unlatched the cover, revealing mechanical innards with several lights, gauges, and 

a metal wheel in the middle. At that moment the sound of a guitar riff blared out over the ship’s speak-
ers.

“Oh no,” said Patch.
“Jin’s playin’ music,” Lori said with dread.
“Pull the lever forward to switch off fuel and unlock the engines!” Scrap said before he plunged 

head first into the mess of wires and tubes under the deck. “Get ready!”
Lori and Patch looked at each other, wondering what they should be doing.
“Now! Spin those wheels for everything you’re worth!”
Lori grabbed hers and began spinning it counter-clockwise as fast as she could. Patch tried 

counter-clockwise himself but it wouldn’t budge, so he spun it clockwise.
“Keep going!” said Scrap. He leaned into the mess one more time, taking a wrench to the angle 

regulator and tightening down its resistance bolt into what he really hoped was the proper specification.
“When you feel the wheel resisting, point the levers back to the aft,” said Scrap as he went back 

to his console.
“Now what?” Lori asked once she finished and rejoined Scrap, Patch joining them shortly after.
“Now... we pray we don’t have a crazy pilot that’s going to get us all killed.”
Lori couldn’t help but smile as the song’s chorus began bellowing “Ride the Wind, never com-

ing back until I touch the midnight sun” over through the ship. “Scrap, if there’s a God, we amuse Him 
way too much for sanity to set foot on this boat.”

Scrap hit the comm, “Bring light to the world.”

Jin had to admire Kris’ choice in music, she always knew just what to pick. He pushed the thrust 
to full before hitting the big red kill switch over his head. Now he let the planet’s gravity pull the ship 
along just as he lifted his good arm and let the music pull him along, dancing to the tune as best he 
could in his seat. Although nobody could tell with his goggle on and the shade lenses flipped down, Jin 
had his eyes closed and he let Echo Trail communicate to him by feel alone.
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“We shaken our tag-along?” he asked when he felt a slight shift in the ship’s pull. 
“I think so,” she answered.
Jin smiled to himself. If the smaller Reaver ship hadn’t burned up in the atmosphere, at least its 

tether cable had.
“But he has two big brothers,” said Kris.
He’d seen it. Two larger objects coming in, set to intercept them soon and there weren’t many 

paths to avoid them.
“What if they--”
“Have faith in the kid.”
Almost as if on cue, Scrap came over the comm with their code phrase. “Bring light to the 

world.”
“I suggest everyone get secured, this will be bumpy,” he said over the intercom. Jin smiled as if 

the Reavers could see his gold teeth from where they were. “Don’t even try taking my sky.” He hit the 
ignition switch and the engines roared to full power. Pulling back on the stick, Jin pitched the ship up 
and into Miranda’s atmosphere. The ship shuddered even worse than it had been as the full force and 
pressure of the world’s air struck it. Jin rolled the ship again until most of the heat was hitting the better 
shielded underside and cut off the thrust, letting gravity work. The ship aimed straight at the ground. 
Jin opened every vent and flap on the ship. “Scrap, watch the air tanks for me. Kris, I need your map on 
here,” Jain said, gesturing at a screen on his left with his bad arm. “Overlay our current position on it 
and give me atmosphere depth.” Although he couldn’t move his fingers, his hand was stuck in a shape 
amendable to holding control of the steering column. He let it hold Echo Trail steady as Jin picked up a 
data tube and plugged it over a nub on the right side of his flight goggles. It rendered the entire ship, 
even his own body, invisible to his view. Any direction he looked, Jin saw what was outside the ship as 
if no bulkheads or people or anything obstructed his view. Of course he didn’t need to see his own con-
trols, he could tell those by feel, but he did allow some of the instruments to filter through. 

“They followed us,” said Kris.
Jin turned and looked over his shoulder to see a Reaver ship about their size and one much, 

much larger. The larger ship looked to be preparing to fire an EMP beam.
“Jin, the tanks can’t hold the pressure indefinitely,” said Scrap.
He counted to five then reached up the large switch hanging overhead on his right – colored dif-

ferently to stick out. With a grunt, Jin pulled the switch straight down and threw the thrust into full re-
verse.

On both sides of the ship sprang out a wing with a pair of large fans built underneath. The four 
of them began spinning, pumping out the air the ship had just taken in. At the aft, the main engine re-
tracted completely while the two main thrusters, extended out along the ship’s aft rails and their intakes 
fueled by the descent, rotated around and fired towards the ground.

The combination of forces slowed the ship down a fraction and titled it up. In seconds, Jin had 
the ship parallel to the ground, then sent it forward just as Reaver’s EMP beam fired and missed Echo 
Trail.

“How we doin’?” Lori asked as she returned to her seat.
“Reavers still after us,” said Kris.
“Not forever,” Jin said as he steered the ship southward. Keeping his right hand on the wheel, 

Jin spun his chair around to look back and get a look at their pursuers (or at least an image of them con-
structed from sensor readings and projected to his goggles). The larger one was several times the mass 
of Echo Trail and looked to be a frankensteined ship of the Trans-U line with an EMP cannon strapped 
on its starboard side. Just ahead of it was a ship the same size as them, a smaller, faster, Knorr class 
bristling with two magnetic grapple lines and three harpoon guns. Having just missed the EMP beam 
Jin calculated that the former needed another minute and forty-five seconds to recharge.
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He turned back around and looked at the topographical map laid out on the screen. They could 
run Echo Trail down in three minutes, and call for aid in five. To the east, Jin spotted a shallow canyon 
that must have been dug by the terraformers to help regulate the weather. He banked the ship towards 
the river that ran it, while increasing their altitude and lowering the ship’s thrust. He tilted the ship just 
as another EMP beam lanced through where they just were. They passed over the mouth of the canyon 
and as Jin expected, the smaller Reaver ship accelerated to dip into the canyon.

“What’re they doin’?” asked Kris.
“Trying to pinch us between them,” said Jin. He reached for the landing strut controls and was 

reminded of his inoperable hand. Sticking his left hand on the steering wheel, Jin grunted as he forced 
the fingers closed just enough to grip it. Then leaned over and try to operate the landing commands 
with his right, causing his chest wounds to protest and he shouted in pain. Below the Knorr ship was 
starting to pass them. Jin hit the key to deploy the struts, the ship shaking as the wind sheer caught 
them. Thirty seconds before the EMP cannon could shoot again, the canyon walls widened and the 
Reavers were directly below them. Jin killed the wing fans and pointed the thrusters down. Echo Trail 
groaned as she plunged and the screech of metal echoed through her as the bottom of her hull scrapped 
the top of the other ship. Jin pushed past the agony and leaned over to hit the keystrokes to bring the 
struts together, clamping onto the Reaver ship.

“What the gorram hell are you doin’?” Lori asked as a loud snap echoed around them.
“We’re down a landing leg,” Jin muttered as he switched the fans back on and turned the 

thrusters down, pitching the ship into a climb. A thud reverberated from below. “And that would be 
their breaching hatch,” Jin said as he counted to ten. “Too bad it has a poor tensile strength.” With a 
quick command, he retracted the remaining landing gear then sent the ship into a spin. The squeal of 
straining metal echoed through the hull as Echo Trail stalled a second, then broke free. At the same mo-
ment, the larger Reaver vessel’s EMP beam fired. It hit the other Reaver ship and sent the vessel plum-
meting. Jin spared a glance behind to watch the other ship be reduced to a fireball.

On the map, Jin saw where the river below ended in a lake with mountains surrounding half of 
it, and increased them to full speed. “The sky’s always mine,” he said to himself.

“Scrap! Is the shroud still running?” asked Jin over the comm.
“Mi Tian Gohn,” Scrap said as he scrambled towards the bay. He didn’t have to get that close 

before the smell and heat told him they had overtaxed it. 
He was about to hit the switch to turn it off when Jin’s voice said, “Wait! Leave it on. You said 

we’d have to expel all its heat, right?”
Scrap hit the nearby comm panel. “Yeah.”
“Can you send all of it out the hover ducts?”
“I... I’d need my tools and weeks to...” he trailed off when he saw Patch standing there, holding 

out the tool belt Scrap had dropped in the engine room.
“I know you can do it!” Lori shouted over the comm.
Scrap swallowed. “I’d have to get under the floor to the vents and to do this quickly...”
Patch put a reassuring hand on the kid’s shoulder. “You’re not that heavy, boy. Tell me what to 

do.”
Despite the ship’s violent rocking which they still felt as the artificial gravity fought with the 

planet’s natural, Scrap and Patch pried up five floor panels. By now the heat coming off the device was 
intense enough Patch had to strip off his jacket and they were both soaked with sweat. Scrap knelt be-
side one and laid his toolbelt next to it as a marker. “This is hole one,” he explained as he selected five 
tools he could hold in one hand. “Once we start, don’t stop until its done.”

Patch nodded then hit the comm. “Jin, we need grav and steady hands to do this.”
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“I’m sure the Reavers will accommodate,” Jin said as the ship rocked from another of his ma-
neuvers.

Patch knelt opposite of Scrap and nodded.
The kid turned around and stuck his feet in the doctor’s face. Patch grabbed his legs just below 

above the ankles then stood.
Scrap let go of the floor and Patch lowered him upside down into the hole they had made. Scrap 

selected a wrench and used it turn the main valve crank on the vent to his left. “Done!”
Patch lifted him up, and Scrap pointed to the next. The doctor carried him over to that hole and 

lowered him down.
“Right turn!” said Scrap.
Patch turned the kid ninety degrees to the right. After a few seconds of effort, Scrap shouted, 

“Done!” and they moved to the next hole.
That time Patch had to turn him all the way around, but together they went to all five gaps in the 

deck plates, Scrap working upside down with only his trust and the doctor’s strength to support him.
“I need that heat!” said Jin’s voice.
“You’re gettin’ heavy,” said Patch.
“Put me by there,” Scrap said, pointing at a section of wall where several dials, levers and but-

tons devoted to the ship’s life support systems were covered by a door of clear plastic.
Patch laid the kid there and Scrap handed him a rag before pointing at the shroud’s main opera-

tional lever.
“We’ve got a two-step,” Scrap said into the comm unit as he stood up and opened the door to 

the controls. He had to brace himself against the wall as a wave of vertigo struck him.
“Gotcha,” said Jin.
They waited. And waited.
“Ready?” asked Jin.
Scrap nodded at Patch who, using the rag once he realized how hot the machine was, threw the 

shroud’s main switch down.
“Now!”
Scrap hit the big red emergency air route button on the life support panel.

With the main hover fans switched off, the ship had been slowly descending as its wing span 
wasn’t enough to provide full lift. Using only the thrusters, Jin kept the ship flying straight, only weav-
ing every two minutes as the last Reaver ship shot at it each time with its EMP beam. The trees were 
just starting to scrape the bottom of the ship as it cleared them and dipped towards the large lake the 
river ended in.

Echo Trail was halfway across the lake and getting low enough that a wake was being formed, 
when Jin’s command came through. Instantly the hover fans roared to life and blistering hot air, di-
rectly from the heat sink the ship had used to hide in the Black, poured out onto the water. A fog rose 
up as gallons were instantly turned to steam and the Reaver ship plowed ahead. Right into the tree line 
on the other side of the lake. It twisted and shattered against them before spiraling out of control. It 
skipped along the face of the mountains three times before crashing to a rest and exploding as its drive 
ruptured. From the mist, Echo Trail rose up, buffeted by the shockwave but still whole.

* * *

Scrap stood there, looking at the remains of his creation. The heat pouring out had caused him 
and Patch to be drenched in sweat and the entire box was almost complete slag

The doctor put a hand on Scrap’s shoulder. “You did good. We can rebuild it.”
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Scrap sighed. How could he explain it to them? His mind could take apart and build almost any 
machine, but once he had drawn or constructed the images floating around in his brain-pan it was like 
pouring water from a pitcher. It could be put back but... he would need the schematics he had scribbled 
out on the smart-paper. The ones erased. Somewhere, a part of him wanted to cry.

“Bridge, everyone,” Lori’s voice ordered over the ship’s comm.
Both of them joined the rest of the crew, Scrap squinting his eyes at the Miranda sunlight 

streaming through the windows.
“What’s word?” asked Patch.
“I’m pullin’ the image program from Cap’n’s shuttle,” said Kris.
Jin unplugged the tube from his goggles and put them back on his forehead. “We’re looking un-

der these mountains.”
“Why?” asked Scrap. As usual, they had probably discussed and planned without telling him. 

Or they had talked in front of him and Scrap had been too distracted to hear.
“The Pax,” answered Patch. “We’re goin’ to find the terraformin’ station and get a pure sample 

of what they fed these people.”
“Why?”
Lori and Patch exchanged looks.
“To cure Reavers,” said Patch.
The rest of the bridge turned around to stare at him.
“Are you serious?” asked Jin.
“It’s not enough to merely kill the responsible,” said Lori.
Jin chuckled to himself as he swiveled back to his controls and steered Echo Trail in a zigzag 

pattern down the face of the mountains.
Scrap watched the myriad of structures take shape from the instruments’ readings and the pro-

gram interpreting the data. Near the mountains’ bases, the image grew indistinct as they had to fly 
above the tree canopy but he finally spotted the entrance and pointed it out. It had a section of rock 
carved and smoothed out to act as a landing pad in front of it, but such wasn’t large enough for full 
ships. Jin had to land Echo Trail in a clearing and they took Lori’s shuttle to the site. Although the door 
and hall behind it were large enough to accommodate the shuttle, everyone decided to walk instead, 
with at least two guns and a flashlight on each of them.

“The Mark III terraformation methods were built underground,” Kris said, her voice echoing 
about them from the hall that led to the main station. “It proved cheaper as a long-term protector 
against space and elements and better monitorin’ of conditions.”

“In cases where they had to add matter to the rock to bring its gravity in line, mountains like 
these were built first, probably over the station, before they pushed the heavier materials towards the 
core,” said Jin, running his right hand along the smooth, metal walls.

“So the canyon we passed...” Kris began.
“...was probably less dug and more built up,” Jin finished. “It would serve to channel the first 

river into the lake down below us.”
“The imager showed us pipes comin’ up from there,” said Scrap. “The workers must’ve pumped 

water from the lake back to the system to continue atmo creation.”
They reached a second, large door that Kris had to take a few seconds to hack open with her 

handheld “skeleton key” rig.
“I thought it’d be bigger,” Lori said when the doors opened and they found themselves looking 

at another hall branching to their left and right.
“We’re still in the admin and general congregating part,” said Jin. “The machines will be in the 

center.”
“Where’s that?” asked Kris.
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Nobody answered.
Everyone spread out and started looking for a directory or map somewhere to give them a clue, 

except for Scrap who stood there, turning it all over in his mind. He was no good with buildings, no 
denying, but what was this place but a giant machine? Instead of remembering the image of this struc-
ture as a building with divergent pieces, Scrap pondered it as huge, singular device with many parts all 
built and devoted towards a singular purpose. They weren’t standing in a hallway, these were circuits 
for it.

“I know where it is!” he blurted out before taking off in a run.
The others stared at him a second before jogging after.
“He better be right or we’ll be trapped in here for weeks,” said Patch.
As he ran, Scrap checked almost every door passing him, reading its designation. Slowly the 

picture of the place solidified in his mind, and he became even more certain as to his path.
After many twists and turns, their path ended at a door. Although it was the same shape as the 

first, it was made of different materials and built as if to withstand anything.
“If the equipment isn’t behind that but somethin’ livin’ instead? We’re all Wong Dahn,” Kris 

said as she carefully approached the access panel on the door’s right and hacked it open.
“How long’s this place been on emergency power?” Patch asked as the door clanked and began 

to slowly open.
“Ten years or more,” Jin answered as he stepped foot into the room first.
The place they now stood was immense. They stood on a metal grate, the view below their feet 

stretching on until they could barely make out the floor of the next level. Above them, it was the same 
distance to the floor above them, so far away the beams of their flashlights barely reached it, making it 
feel like a dark cloud was permanently hanging over them. If there was any other walls to the room be-
sides the one behind them, none could see it as the darkness swallowed up their pathetic lights.

However not far in front of them, they could see a large machine, larger than all but the greatest 
Alliance ships, stretching beyond the floors above and below them. It was bigger around than even 
Echo Trail with its wings deployed. Wherever the lights struck it, it glittered silver and innumerable 
pumps, pistons, and other moving parts gave it the appearance of a giant engine that Scrap felt light-
headed at trying to grasp all its functions. As they looked around, their lights caught three... four other 
such machines, spaced far apart, like giant monuments to man’s efforts.

“The cogs of terraforming,” Jin said in an almost reverent tone, his voice echoing a little.
“This place’s so big...” said Kris.
“It has weather within,” said Scrap. “Another part to change a world.”
“Where’s the Pax?” asked Patch.
Jin stepped forward and looked closer at the machine in front of them. “Hm. Left, deeper into 

the mountain, would be the rock and mass controls. Atmo would be... to the right, closer to surface.”
Patch started running that way, everyone following him.
They passed another large machine, then another. Each of them looked the same from a dis-

tance, but when they grew closer the uniqueness of each was apparent.
Patch suddenly stumbled so hard he fell to his knees.
Everyone else slowed down and stopped beside him.
The wall of the structure had caved in, permitting a few beams of sunlight; several levels and 

the machines on them crushed by the remains of the large, Reaver ship that had been chasing them ear-
lier.

If any of the Pax had remained, it was no more.

* * *
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The capital city on Londinium was made entirely of buildings devoted to government, many of 
them the oldest standing structures in the ‘Verse. The hall for Parliament was the most ostentatious and 
impossible to miss structure, but it was said the real work of the Alliance was done in the smaller build-
ings surrounding it.

Down the hall of the smallest, humblest building a balding man dressed in a three piece suit 
walked with purpose, a folder tucked under his arm. He reached a dead end and paused. The main hall 
of every other floor of this building formed a square that allowed one access to the outer and inner 
rooms with no cross halls to form shortcuts. Yet this floor the hall ended, without turning to the right to 
continue its endless loop. There weren’t even signs of other rooms filling the space around this last 
door on his left. It gave one the sense that this door was cut off from the world, isolated.

Taking a breath, the man opened it.
On the other side was a cramped office, far smaller than he expected. Or at least, it seemed 

much smaller with the large, ornate wooden desk taking up most of its space. The sides, legs, and feet 
of the desk were polished and carved into curving shapes evocative of flames or growing vines. The 
marble top of the desk was empty save for a bowl of bright, ripe fruit of many varieties. On the other 
side of the desk, an ornate, high-backed chair was vacant – its occupant on the office’s balcony, tending 
to the plants growing in planters hanging on the railings.

“I find it most troublesome when people enter without knocking.”
“Pardon, but I was told to see you immediately.”
The bespectacled man – wearing a very fancy white cowboy hat, stripped dress shirt, navy-blue 

slacks, and black shoes – came in from the balcony, shutting its French-doors behind him before set-
tling into his chair. “It is not so immediate we can forgo manners,” he said, taking off his cowboy hat to 
reveal a mess of red hair. “Leave and inform whoever ‘told’ you to come here to next send someone 
less rude.”

The visitor held out a folder with his bright blue hand. “If you would take a look at this--”
“Wuo Dwei Nee Boo Ting Boo Jen,” the other man said as he took a bright red apple from the 

bowl. “Leave.”
The visitor lay the folder onto the desk then reached for something in his coat pocket. “I can 

be... persuasive,” he said before pressing a button and causing blue rods to spring out of both ends of 
the cylindrical device in his hands.

“So can I,” he said before muttering something in a language the visitor didn’t recognize and 
snapping his fingers.

The visitor’s device fell apart into its components.
“Now before I do the same to you, Tin-man, tell me why Blue Sun feels it necessary to anger 

the wrong people.”
“I contain no tin,” the visitor said in confusion.
The other man rolled his eyes. “It’s referencing a classic of Earth-That-Was. You’re doing little 

to earn my mercy.”
“Several corporations have reported as victims of credit scams. Blue Sun has been hit twice.”
“The price of business. Parliament has weightier concerns.”
“Perhaps not. We were flagged a third time and managed to pull a picture of one of the culprits 

at a fueling station.”
“Good for you. Get right on that.”
The visitor leaned over and opened the file, revealing a color photo of Patch on top of several 

papers.
The other man leaned forward, staring at the picture. “Well hello, Nate. Long time...”
“Most of Blue Sun’s resources are focused on other projects and we feel devoting too much fo-

cus to this would draw unwarranted attention.”
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The other man grinned. “Good news, Sparky! You get to come along while I help you and your 
bosses out.”

“Um... I need to check with--”
“It wasn’t a request,” he said, picking up the folder and looking at its contents. You wouldn’t 

want to miss a very tearful reunion.”

Next Episode: Bird Mad Girl


